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of legalists, saw that which carried him out of himself
with anger and pain. He saw the multitude sitting at
their feet as learners and addressing them with titles of
veneration. He saw those whose lot confined them to the
narrow cares of subsistence, those whose limbs indeed
were continually exercised in handicrafts and their shrewd-
ness in trades, but whose higher faculties rusted in disuse,
and those of higher station, upon whom fell larger tasks
of administration and government but still secular tasks
overwhelming the mind with details and concealing
eternal principles from its view,—he saw all this miscel-
laneous crowd gathering round their revered teachers
eager for the wisdom and the instruction which might
save their souls in the all-engulphing vortex of earthly
life. He saw that in the hands of these teachers was laid
the life and salvation of the nation, and that from them
was certain to pass readily into other minds whatever
enthusiasm of goodness might dwell in their own. He
looked for this enthusiasm ; doubtless he was prepared to
find it immature and not altogether that Enthusiasm of Hu-
manity which dwelt in himself. He observed these teachers
—and he found they were mountebanks. Their gestures,
their costume, were theatrical; their whole life was an
acted play ; the wisdom that came from their lips was
repeated with more or less fluency, but it had been learned
by rote; sometimes it was good, the wisdom of Moses or
Isaiah, sometimes it was the dotage of a Shammai; but,
wise or foolish, it came with equal emphasis from those
who, solely occupied with the fretting and the strutting
they considered proper to the part, declaimed it in the
dress of teachers to an admiring audience. And marking
this, he considered that the power of these men to do

